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to generate leads and drive more sales. Instagram isn't just about posting stunning sunset photos and creative lunches. It's a great lead-generati minh platform with over 1 billion active users per month. 90% of them follow a business on Instagram. Facebook conducted an Instagram user survey. They find that people use this intuitive platform to research
products and services, discover trends, and make purchasing decisions. Once people see product information on Instagram, 87% of them will take action. They track brands, visit retail stores, or make online purchases. Photo source: Facebook Instagram guides shoppers through the purchase journey. You can use the platform to connect with potential
buyers and force them to take action. It's a great platform to generate leads for your small e-commerce business and drive more sales. Instagram lead generation tactics for your e-commerce business Before you enter the lead generation, there are a few things you need to care about including: Confirm that Instagram is the right platform for your brand ads.
It's important to make sure your target audience actively uses the platform. Describe your ideal buyer. Creating accurate buyer personas can help you ensure that marketing efforts you will attract the right audience. Identify SMART lead creation goals (specific, measurable, achieved, realistic, time-based). How many leads do you want to generate in a month
or a quarter? Do you plan to reach, engage and attract potential customers? Which key performance indicators (KPIs) will you track and measure? Once you have all this information in addition, you can start using the Instagram lead creation tactics mentioned below. 1. Optimizing your Instagram profile optimizes your brand's Instagram profile for
conversions. Everything from profiles to post subtitles will get people to follow your brand, engage with your content, or act on a call-to-action (CTA). You can use Insights on Instagram to analyze what types of content drive higher engagement and more content for your brand. When people like your content, they can take the time to see your Instagram
profile. And the first thing they see is your biography. It's a good way to use your Instagram profile as a 30-second pitch to let users know who you are, what you do, and what they'll get by following you. Use this space to add a CTA that drives visitors to your website or landing page. Don't miss this opportunity to express your voice and personality. You can
include emojis, humor elements, or slang to give users a glimpse of who you really are. Check out these examples to get ideas for your Instagram profile. Here's another one for you. Johnny Cupcakes provided social evidence by showcasing the Recognition of the Boston Globe and using emojis to add joy to his biography. Photo source: Instagram You can
also include a followable URL in your profile to direct viewers to a dedicated landing page. Alternatively, you can add action buttons like the Text, Calls, Directions, and Email buttons to allow people to take action directly from your profile. 2. Use Instagram Stories to generate leads Over 500 million accounts use Instagram Stories daily. In fact, Instagram
Stories is leading Snapchat in the number of daily active users. Photo source: Statista This shows that Instagram Stories has the potential to help you reach your target audience with the right message. But how should you leverage the power of Instagram Stories? The answer lies in telling your brand story. This can help viewers connect with your brand
easily. They may remember your brand better, start trusting your product or service, and also become loyal customers. If told properly, branded news can attract and engage more people than traditional ads. They can help consumers develop an emotional connection with your brand. Here's how you can use Instagram Stories effectively: Promote your latest
blog posts, products, or services using compelling headlines and compelling CTA. This can help you redirect viewers to a specific blog, product page, or landing page I'm not going to do it Share the content of the information your followers want to see using your live video or video snion. You can ask your followers to swipe up to watch the entire video. At the
end of the video, you can set a strategic call to action such as Register for an Online Course for the lead generation. Use Instagram Stories to share behind-the-scenes content. This can include photos and videos of what makes unique or how your employees go about their daily work. Sharing personal stories can help you build trust and eventually get
people to buy from you. Use Instagram Stories to increase user engagement by allowing them to ask questions about your product. By answering their questions, you can help them decide which products they should buy. Ask influence people to take over your Instagram Stories and post content related to your brand or niche market. This is an easy way to
get instant access to their followers. Organize a contest or gift on Instagram Stories. Ask followers to tag their friends and share your content so you can increase reach and encourage others to join the contest. 3. Using User-generated content from friends and family members affects 60% of consumers' purchasing decisions when they consider it authentic.
This is what your brand can tap into. When customers share their positive experiences, it's a good way to leverage their authentic reviews for your lead-generatiming campaign. We recommend encouraging customers to use branded hashtags and share their actual stories about using your products on Instagram. Branded hashtags can help you increase
visibility and track user-generated content. You can use the tools to discover popular hashtags related to your niche and then create a unique hashtag for your brand. Williams Sonoma, a brand that sells kitchen utensils and home furnishings, encourages people to share how they're cooking with their products. In their Instagram profiles, they provide links to
UGC images and videos. When you click on those images, they allow you to shop or get recipes. Users can also opt in to receive exclusive offers and recipes via email. They use this opportunity to build an email list and, ultimately, nurture leads to drive sales. Photo source: Instagram 4. Run Lead ads on Instagram You can run lead ads on Instagram to
collect valuable consumer information such as their full name, email address, gender and phone number. All you need is a business profile on Instagram and a Facebook Page. It's easy to follow the process of creating Facebook ads with step-by-step instructions. You'll have to start by selecting your marketing goals in Facebook Ad Manager. Photo source:
Facebook You should choose to create a lead as your goal, and then: Name your campaign. Identify your audience. Choose an automatic placement to show your ads to more people. Set your campaign budget and schedule your ads. How much do you want to spend? When do you want your ad to appear? Choose a format for your ad. Select the image or
video you want to use and set up text and links for your ads. Create a lead creation form to use in your ads. Track the performance of lead creation tactics on Instagram using Instagram Insights and/or other third-party tools to the effectiveness of your lead creation efforts. You need to make sure that every penny you invest is worth it and is helping you
generate qualified leads for your business. You can calculate your Instagram campaign's return on investment (ROI) by measuring: Visits to the Customer Lifetime Value landing page Customer conversion costs How to use Instagram to generate leads - Conclude If you haven't started using Instagram for lead search, now's the time. Use the tactics we
discussed in this article to direct potential customers to your Instagram profile and landing page. You can start by identifying lead creation goals and linking them to indicators to measure. You can then create an effective marketing strategy and optimize it by testing your strategy until they help you get a good ROI. This may look like a lot of work, but the result
you'll get is worth it. How do you leverage the power of Instagram for your generation of potential customers? Please share your top performance strategy with us in the comments below. Photo: Depositphotos.com More: Instagram Today, American workers are in a unique situation: Up to five generations can be found together under the roof of a single
employer. That's likely to be a 75-year-old range. People from millennials to World War II veterans have a lot to teach each other, in both offices and rooms. All generations of this work also pay a decent penny on Social Security. For example, workers paid $958 billion on Social Security in 2016 alone. Each employee pays 6.2% of his or her salary, with the
employer paying the same amount. Have you ever wondered what percentage of the workforce comes from each generation? Here we'll look. 1. Silent Generation Silent Generation lived through the Great Depression, World War II and the Korean War. | Hulton Archive/Getty Images Birth year: 1922-1945 Percentage of today's workforce: 1% A 1951 essay
by Time magazine called the group a silent generation because they were more cautious than their parents. Today, there are 28.4 million Americans from this generation. A few remain in the workforce often in executive and advisory roles. Since most are retired, this is the smallest group currently contributing to Social Security. Many stay at the same
company for their entire career. Next: Baby Boomers 2. Baby boomers Woodstock is the cultural pinnacle of the Baby Boomer generation. | Three Lions/Getty Images Birth year: 1946-1964 Today's workforce percentage: 27% Baby boomers got their name from an uptick in the post-World War II birth rate. There are 74,100,000 alive today. They pay 27% of
paid workplaces on Social Security, but 10,000 people retire every day. People who still work tend to be in medium to advanced positions. They remember it's like not having their own computer at work, and working from home is probably not an option for most of their careers. A 2015 study by the Urban Institute estimated that a 65-year-old woman who
retired in 2015 and earned an average salary throughout her life ($47,800 in 2015 dollars) would pay $272,000 in Social Security and would receive $322,000 in benefits. Next: Generation X3. Generation X Gen Xers in their element did things like see spin doctors at Woodstock '94. | Gabe Palacio / ImageDirect Birth year: 1965-1980 Percentage of today's
workforce: 27% of Generation Xers are called latch children - they will return home from school to an empty home because both parents work. Known as independents, they are pioneers in the workforce and the most entrepreneural generation. There are 65.6 million Gen Xers alive today. Like baby boomers, they include 27% of the workforce paid into
Social Security. Historically, Gen Xers have pushed back against boomers to justify a strong work/life balance. A single Gen X woman earning $47,800 in 2015 dollars who retires by 2035 at age 65 can expect to pay $344,000 in Social Security taxes and receive $408,000 in benefits, the Urban Institute found. Next: Millennials 4. Millennials make up the
majority of the workforce. | Getty Images/iStock Birth year: 1981-1997 Today's workforce rate: 44% Two historians set out the term millennial in the book Generation 1991 charting American history. They predict this generation will differ significantly from the previous generation. In general, millennials get more parental attention than Gen Xers. Perhaps this is
why they are stereotyped as acting rights and hope to get the title involved. Many people never know life without the Internet. Today, there are 83.1 million millennials in the United States. In 2015, they overtook Gen Xers to become the largest generation of workforces in the United States. They are predicted to make up 75% of the workforce by 2025, as they
continue to pay into Social Security - something the oldest millennials are expected to start collecting in about 30 years. A 2015 study estimated that a 30-year-old woman earning an average salary of $47,800 in 2015 would pay $407.0 $499,000 in Social Security taxes over her lifetime and $499,000 in lifetime benefits (in 2015 dollars) if she retires at age
65. Next: Generation Z 5. Generation Z generation Z will join the workforce in large numbers over the next few years. | Bob Levey / Getty Images for H&M R Block Born: 1998 to present Today's workforce percentage: 1% Generation Z is the most diverse and multicultural of any generation in U.S. history. Some say that while expecting success, Gen Z-ers
makes his own. Members of this youngest group are innovative, tech-savvy thinkeres, according to a by Ad Age. The only world they know is a digitally connected world. Generation Z is just beginning to join the workforce. While they currently make up only about 1% of it, that number will rise to 4% by 2020. There are an estimated 72 million people in this
generation. Next: Is Social Security for millennials? Social Security for Millennials Social Security may not be there for millennials. | KenTannenbaum/iStock/Getty Images As we mentioned, in a few decades millennials will be eligible to retire and claim Social Security benefits. A 2014 survey found that 51% of millennials believe Social Security won't be there
for them in retirement. This is not likely to be the case; as long as people are working, they are paying into Social Security, and the money will be disbursed. However, it's important to note that the Social Security trust fund is set to run out by 2034 unless lawmakers act. This means retirees can start receiving a smaller percentage of the benefits that people
receive today. Millennials would do well to save 15% of their own for retirement each year. Next: What about Generation Z? Social Security for Generation Z generation Z should start thinking about retiring as soon as possible. | Experts famVeld/iStock/Getty Images give similar advice to people in generation Z. When you're young, you have time on your
side, which translates to years of investing money and earning interest on it. The Social Security Administration's current guidance is to check your benefits will replace about 40% of your employment wage - and if benefits are cut, the figure will be even lower. In fact, this generation can get nowhere near the amount their parents and grandparents receive.
Next: Do Millennials and Generation Z pay higher taxes? Social Security taxes could rise to a future Congress that could raise Social Security taxes. | Win McNamee/Getty Images As we mentioned, the Social Security trust fund is set to run out by 2034. Congress could one day raise payroll taxes to prevent that from happening. This will ensure future retirees
receive the same level of benefits that people currently receive. So millennials and Generation Z workers can also be paid 6.2% more currently (as can any older person still working when change occurs). Check out Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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